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Abstract: 

 

Trajectory pattern Mining detects extreme use of advanced communications to refer 

comprehensive motion objects. Good count exists on trajectory patterns of literature. Former 

methods develop specific trajectory patterns. Other constraints make pattern detection 

monotonous and ineffective. Users typically are unaware of type of trajectory patterns that hide 

data sets. Main information is with more trajectory patterns arranged to strength of sequential 

constraints. This paper is a study of methods that reveals Comprehensive framework of mining 

of trajectory patterns to Heterogeneous time-related tightness. The Comprehensive Trajectory 

Patterns (CT-patterns) contains two phases: Initial pattern discovery and granularity adjustment.  

Initial patterns detect the Primary phase and the granularity accustoms merge and split to detect 

the types in secondary phase and results in structure in pattern forest. The construction reveals 

variety patterns resulting a guide to the information-theoretic formula especially to user 

intervention. Experimental results demonstrate the framework facilitates of the patterns and 

discloses the real-world trajectory data. The study aims remedy of  deficiency and introduces a 

complete geospatial knowledge discovery framework with Trajectory Patterns mining algorithm 

for detection of spatial patterns. Emphasis is on developing various a methodologies to 

incorporate spatial relations and spatial dependencies by forming Trajectory patterns. Novel 

visualization techniques and geographical knowledge evaluate various schemes as proposed.  
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INTRODUCTION: 

 

The Global Data synchronization of Trajectory defines and labels the world. These existence and 

developments set the fields in video, satellite, sensor, wireless technologies. They are possible to 

make systematic existence of various objects and collects huge amounts of trajectory data like animal 

movement data, ship navigation data and person tracking data. All these increase interest in 

performance of analysis of trajectory data. 

 

Moving objects depict synchronous movement of the patterns to communicate repeatedly or interact 

with others. Many variants move the patterns synchronously like motion objects, chase of motion 

objects and set, motion objects with minute time delay and motion objects with asynchronous 

movement patterns. All the motion objects follow the path regularly. The trajectory patterns 
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collectively are called comprehensive trajectory patterns (CT-patterns). 

 

CT-patterns informally define the motion objects which are closely related in location, time or both. 

An observation of CT-patterns in terms of deer migration of herd moves the group and is in close to 

other. The wolf predation on wild ungulates moves the wolves that chase prey over long distances in 

habitat. 
 

CT-patterns mining is useful to learn interactions between the motion objects and group the dynamics. 

several applications benefit CT-patterns. Animal trajectory and zoologists learn migration patterns of 

animals such as deer and elk. The battleship trajectory is commanders discover unknown tactics of 

enemies. The soccer’s play trajectories, coaches guess opponent team attack through strategies. The 

person trajectories, sociologist’s discover communities of people and shares common interests on 

physical location. 

 

Many devoted efforts discover trajectory patterns in data mining and computational geometry. 

Flock patterns, swarm patterns, move clusters, time-relaxed trajectory joins, hot motion paths, convoy 

patterns notice correspond in broad range of trajectory patterns and early methods to develop specific 

type. 

 

Limitations make pattern discovery handful and inefficient. Users are unaware of type of trajectory 

patterns as they are hidden in data sets.  If a data set contains sets of moving objects arriving several 

locations which are one-minute interval and one-hour intervals. One way of classification exist 

trajectory patterns to consider the rigidity of temporal constraints on patterns. These observation 

motivations study the developments of framework to have potential capability to navigate the patterns 

at various changes in levels of temporal tightness. 

 

A comprehensive framework mining CT-patterns proposes a broad range of temporal tightness 

which is classified to three types to study the framework through two phases: The Initial pattern 

discovery and granularity adjustment, Initial CT-patterns discovery of the first phase. The 

granularities adjust to split and merge detecting second phase. The phases are guide information-

theoretic formula based on minimum description length (MDL) and depart user intervention.  

The paper contributes following: 

 
 

 Fig: Three types of CT-patterns supported by our framework. 

 

The Comprehensive framework of mining trajectory pattern considers various temporal tightness 

who describes CT-patterns. The CT-patterns are classified into three types depending on strength of 

temporal constraints, and the frame work overlay those three types  

 

The proposed algorithm detects a high-quality set of initial CT-patterns for primary phase. A 

stepwise approach is proposed to ensure high efficiency where spatial constraints check first, filter in 

sub trajectories and temporal constraints inspect for those fulfilling spatial constraints. Ensure high 

quality of the discovery process to guide an information-theoretic formula.  

 

  An algorithm adjusts the granularity of CT-patterns for second phase. The concept of a 

pattern forest introduces the representation of granularity hierarchies. Construct through split and 
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merge the patterns. The construction process controls the information theoretically to first phase. 

 

 

 

2 RELATED WORKS 

 

Trajectory patterns are classified into three types depending on tightness of temporal constraints 

.Flock patterns, convoys, moving clusters make the extremes of spectrum and sub-trajectory clusters 

make the other extremes. These go right to left on spectrum and temporal constraints become tighter. 

Time-relaxation trajectory joins the hot motion paths which place between the two extremes. The 

three types are summarized as follows. 

1. Flock patterns, convoys, moving clusters: 

 

A flock in a time interval Ti, where the duration of Ti is at least k, consists of at least m entities 

such that for each point in time within Ti, there is a disk of radius dr that possess all the m 

entities. The convoy is an extension of the flock using the notion of density-based clustering. A 

moving cluster is a sequence of clusters c1; c2; . . . ; ck such that for each timestamp Ts (1<Ts<k) 

ci and ciþ1 share a sufficient number of common objects. In Type 1, objects should move together 

at the similar time. 

 

2. Time-relaxed trajectory joins or hot motion paths.  

 

Two trajectories are time-relaxed joined if there subsist time intervals of the same length dt such 

that the distance between the locations of the those trajectories during these intervals is not only a 

spatial threshold ", and the relative matching between the those trajectories occurs within various time 

distance. A hot motion path is a route frequently follows by multiple objects within a tolerance margin 

“in the last W timestamps. In Type 2, objects may follow other objects with some time delay.  

 

3. Sub-trajectory clusters. 

 

 A trajectory is divided into a set of line segments, and these trajectory partitions are group into a 

cluster according to their spatial similarity only. That is, a sub-trajectory cluster is a set of trajectory 

partitions that are close to each other and are heading to a similar direction. 

  

 

Overall Propose Framework  
 

A framework added by the term “spatial” centers the ability to handle the spatial component of the 

problem at hand, namely heterogeneity and dependency of the phenomenon. These studies across 

space and spatial interactions among features. A knowledge discovery perspective is essential to 

perform evaluation as rule mining is known to  produce a significant number of rules. The paper 

proposes a Trajectory knowledge discovery using SAR mining and aims at disentangling the issues to 

accomplish consecutively tasks: 

1. recognize associative variables 
2. Select and transform attribute information; derive non-spatial predicates 
3. Identify and quantify spatial components involved; derive spatial predicates 
4. Mine spatial association rules 

5. Visualize and calculate intermediate mined results for interestingness using trajectory 

knowledge base; update geospatial knowledge base. 
 

The tasks are clear-cut or standard documented. The elements distinguish framework Regarding task. 

These issue the quantifies and represent spatial relations and dependencies of the semantics and 
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vagueness to involve. Popular and modest means account spatial dependency such as global indicators 

that are simple statistics (e.g. average differences to the mean) or regular neighborhood structures 

which are undesirable compared to robust data-driven methodologies. The given task generates large 

number of rules which are generated under text format. These are impossible to evaluate under visual 

analytics. Capability to quickly 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig An example of CT -patterns. 

Algorithms and Technical Specification 

Several computational algorithms couple implements the framework described  

A Multi-directional Optimum Ecotype Based Algorithm (AMOEBA) utilizes to search locally and 

multi-directional for autocorrelation with irregular structures. Although they are designed for areal 

analysis the deployment on spatial point processes is feasible to point aggregation to meaningful areal 

or network-segment units. Local G statistics uses spatial dependency. Parallel computational 

implementation is possible for large databases in order to increase the computational efficiency of 

algorithm by searching significant spatial neighborhoods. A fuzzy-set map the mechanism that 

transforms quantitative linguistic measurements for spatial components while prioritizing automatic 

procedures used for predication. 

A priori-based algorithm implements the Weka data mining software and uses singular relational 

table. A multi-dimensional visual analytic system evaluates the developed to stand-alone platform 

aiming the display which are strong rules and allow interactive sub-group visualization. Libraries with 

known associations construct the domain theories and ontologism to detect potential unknown and 

interesting rules. 

The present Algorithm is the skeleton for pattern mining. These execute two sub-algorithms. The first 

one generates a good set of initial CT-patterns for sub-trajectory cluster; and second one constructs a 

pattern forest by splitting and merging. The two sub-algorithms explain the CT-patterns in the forest 

and remarks explicitly one of the three types.  

 

Algorithm 1. CT-Pattern Mine  
INPUT: A set of trajectories I ¼ fTR1; . . . ; TRnumtra g OUTPUT: A set of UT-patterns  

O ¼ fCT1; . . . ; UTnumpat g   
1: /* PHASE I: INITIAL PATTERN DISCOVERY */   
2: Perform sub-trajectory clustering over I based on the parti-tion-and-group framework ;  
3: Get a set Call of sub-trajectory clusters;  
4: for each C 2 Call do   
5: /* Algorithm 2 */   
6: Execute Initial Pattern Generation over C;   
7: Get a set P of UT-patterns as the result;   
8: Accumulate P into a set Pall;  
9: end for   

10: /* PHASE II: GRANULARITY ADJUSTMENT */   
11: /* Algorithm 2 */  
12: Execute Pattern Forest Construction over Pall;  
13: Return the set of UT-patterns in the forest;   
14: /* OPTIONAL */   
15: Classify the UT-patterns into the three types;  

 

Advantages of the stepwise approach are to exhibit efficiency for various reasons. Dimensionality 
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reduces three to two. The search space confines particular sub-trajectory cluster without entire data 

set. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

The final stage of grouping is a model called a representative trajectory with the sequences of various 

points like ordinary trajectory generated from each cluster. An imaginary trajectory indicates major 

movement pattern of trajectory partitions belonging to cluster and obtains the calculation of average 

coordinates of trajectory partitions. 

 

FIG An overall procedure of sub-trajectory clustering 

Trajectory partitions (X; Y; time) space convert the location; time-space. The real interest makes the 

analysis simpler and easier almost with-out losing accuracy. The directions of trajectory partitions are 

clusters of similar. The dimensionality reduces the illustrations. Each end-point of trajectory partition 

projects the average direction vector of cluster. The projection point is calculated using rotation 

matrix. The original two-dimensional location restores the one-dimensional location and uses inverse 

of rotation matrix. The (inverse) rotation matrix constructs keeping the angle of average direction 

vector for every cluster. Variations perpendicular to average direction vector are small and can be 

safely ignored. A similarity measure between line segments quantifies the degree of data compression 

and the similarity function develops earlier work. 

 

 

 

 

 

.  

 

FIG: Preciseness and conciseness between two extreme cases   FIG the CT-patterns derived 
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Algorithm 2 is an approximate algorithm and generates initial set of CT-patterns. These 

receive a set of trajectory partitions that belong to same sub-trajectory cluster and returns a set 

of CT-patterns. The patterns retrieve either time-constrains or time-relaxes. 

Algorithm 2. Initial Pattern Generation 

 

INPUT: A set L of trajectory partitions in a cluster C 

OUTPUT: A set P of initial UT-patterns 

1: L1 (L, R1 (Derive Ref Movement (L1) ; 

2: P (fh R1; L1ig; 3: repeat 

4: Choose the math UT-pattern from P, where m ¼ argmax Corm; LmÞ; hRm; Lmi2P 

5:/* Split the mth UT-pattern into two splits */  

6: Choose the pair of trajectory partitions, where LP; Lq ¼ argmax dist LP; Lq; LP; 

Lq2Lm 

7: /* Distribute t-partitions of Lm into two */  

8: Lpm (; Lqm (; ;  

9: for each Li 2 Lm do  

10: if dist Li; Lp < dist Li; Lq   then  

11: LP m (LP m [f Lig;  

12: else  

13: Lq m (Lq m [f Lig;  

14: end if  

15: end for  

16: /* Derive a reference movement for each split */  

17: Rpm (Derive Ref Movement (LP m) ;  

18:  (Derive Ref Movement (Lq);  

19: /* Replace the mth pattern by the new ones */  

20: PQ; L mqig: P0 (P _ fhR! m; L mig [fhR! m ; L mpi; hR! m   

21: /* Check if L H þ L D HÞ decreases */  

22:   if MDLðP0Þ < MDLP then     

23: P (P0;         

24: end if  MDL P      

25: until MDLðP0Þ        
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26: Return the set P of initial UT-patterns;    

27: function Derive Ref Movement (Lk): 

28: /* Consider each t-partition as a candidate */ 29: Rk (fL j 8L 2 Log; 

30: /* Find the one that minimizes the code length */ 

31: Return the sth candidate Risk, where ¼ argmin C Risk; Lk; Risk 2Rk 

32: end function 

The function Derive RefMovement (Lines 27 _ 32) is called to derive a reference movement 

for a UT-pattern. Simply, each trajectory partition becomes a candidate for the reference movement. 

Among these candidates, the function picks the one that minimizes the code length 

One might wonder why the UT-patterns that were not split in Algorithm 2 could be split in 

Algorithm 3. Please note that the MDL formulation for Algorithm 3 is slightly different from that for 

Algorithm 2. Only a single pattern is considered each time in Algorithm 3 (Lines 4  5), whereas the set 

P of all patterns is considered in Algorithm 2. As a result, splitting a specific pattern here is not 

affected by the costs of other patterns. Algorithm 3. Pattern Forest Construction INPUT: A set Pall of 

initial UT-patterns OUTPUT: A pattern forest FR 1: FR (Pall; Q (Pall; /* Q is a queue */ 2: /* 1. DRILL-

DOWN */ 3: while Q 6¼ ; do 4: Pop a UT-pattern Ute from Q; 5: if Ute can be split into UT1 I and UT2 

I by Definition 5 then 6: Push UT1 I and UT2 I into Q; 7: /* Update the pattern forest */ 8: Add two 

vertexes for UT1 I and UT2 I into FR; 9: Add two edges for quit; UT1 I Þ and Ute; UT2 I Þ into FR; 10: 

end if 11: end while 12: /* 2. ROLL-UP */ 13: /* Pc is a set of UT-patterns in the cut cluster */ 14: for 

each Pc Pall do 15: for each pair of Ute 2 Pc and Ute 2 Pc do 16: if Ute and Ute can be merged into 

UTij by Definition 6 then 17: Add UTij into Pc; 18: /* Update the pattern forest */ 19: Add one vertex 

for UTij into FR; 20: Add two edges for UTij; UTiÞ and UTij; UTjÞ into FR; 21: end if 22: end for 23: end 

for 24: Return the pattern forest FR; 6 EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATIO 

6. Conclusions 

Trajectory Patterns mining holds potential to extract unknown patterns with large spatial databases 

that are spatial components addressed. The study proposes comprehensive framework and various 

libraries of algorithms of spatial analysis and visual analytics to resolve the fundamental challenge. 

The framework is first attempt to deliver complete geo-spatial knowledge discovery framework. 
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